Structural biology of zinc.
The biological function of zinc is governed by the composition of its tetrahedral coordination polyhedron in the metalloprotein, and each ligand group that coordinates to the metal ion does so with a well-defined stereochemical preference. Consequently, protein-zinc recognition and discrimination requires proper chemical composition and proper stereochemistry of the metal-ligand environment. However, it should be noted that the entire protein behaves as the "zinc ligand," since residues that are quite distant from the metal affect recognition and function by through-space (either solvent or the protein milieu) or through-hydrogen bond coulombic interactions. Additionally, long-range interactions across hydrogen bonds serve to orient ligands and therefore minimize the entropy loss incurred on metal binding. Since zinc is not subject to ligand field stabilization effects, it is easy for the tetrahedral protein-binding site to discriminate zinc from other first-row transition metal ions: It is only for Zn2+ that the change from an octahedral to a tetrahedral ligand field is not energetically disfavored. Structural considerations such as these must illuminate the engineering of de novo zinc-binding sites in proteins. Zinc serves chemical, structural, and regulatory roles in biological systems. In biological chemistry zinc serves as an electrophilic catalyst; that is, it stabilizes negative charges encountered during an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. The coordination polyhedron of catalytic zinc is usually dominated by histidine side chains. In biological structure zinc is typically sequestered from solvent, and its coordination polyhedron is almost exclusively dominated by cysteine thiolates. Structural or regulatory zinc is found as either a single metal ion or as part of a cluster of two or more metals. In multinuclear clusters cysteine thiolates either bridge two metal ions or serve as terminal ligands to a single metal ion. Even in complex multinuclear clusters, Zn2+ displays tetrahedral coordination. The structural biology of zinc continues to receive attention in catalytic and regulatory systems such as leucine aminopeptidase, alkaline phosphatase, transcription factors, and steroid receptors. For example, zinc-mediated hormone-receptor association has recently been demonstrated in the binding of human growth hormone to the extracellular binding domain of the human prolactin receptor (Cunningham et al., 1990). To be sure, structural studies of zinc in biology will continue to be a fruitful source of bioinorganic advances, as well as surprises, in the future.